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ABBREVIATIONS

HA hydroxyapatite

CT computed tomography

HU Hounsfield unit

BMD bone mineral density

ML mediolateral

AP anteroposterior

CFI canal flare index

MCFI metaphyseal canal flare index

DEXA dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry

T mid-point of lesser trochanter

DEFINITIONS

Fit = the ratio of endoprosthetic stem surface contacting endosteal cortical bone to the

whole stem surface in the region studied

Fill = the ratio of the volume of stem to the volume of medullary canal in the region

studied
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INTRODUCTION

Total hip arthroplasty is apparently one of the most successful of orthopaedic procedures,

providing relief of pain and restoring the daily activities of osteoarthritic patients.

Cemented hip arthroplasty has proved its viability in a number of series with long-term

follow-ups (Dall et al 1986, Eftekhar 1987, Malchau et al 1993, Neumann et al 1994,

Sullivan et al 1994). The ultimate �golden standard� position of Charnley Low-Friction

Arthroplasty is hardly open to question on statistical grounds (Herberts et al 1989).

Some 20 years ago porous coated cementless femoral stems were introduced (Lord et al

1979, Lord and Bancel 1983, Engh 1983). The number of cementless total hip

replacements rapidly increased, as did the number of different cementless designs

marketed in subsequent years (Huiskes 1993, Havelin et al 1995, Murray et al 1995). The

disappointing results in a few cemented hip arthroplasty series with patients younger than

fifty years (Chandler et al 1981, Collis 1984) were usually put forward as arguments for

cementless fixation; lifelong durability of hip arthroplasty was sought (Amstutz 1985).

Tight fit in the diaphyseal canal was considered essential in the first-generation

cementless designs (Lord et al 1979, Engh et al 1987). Noble and colleagues (1988)

demonstrated the remarkable variability of the femoral canal shape. Improving the fit and

fill of cementless stems in the femoral canal became an important topic (Robertson et al

1988), particularly in view of observations of proximal bone resorption due to stress by-

passing, i.e. stress shielding (Engh and Bobyn 1988).

A number of innovations were introduced: custom-made systems to maximise fixation

surface (Bargar 1989, Mulier et al 1989, Stulberg et al 1989, Reuben et al 1992),

proximally limited porous coating (Callaghan et al 1988, Martell et al 1993, Hozack et al

1996), wedge-shaped press-fit stems (Pellegrini et al 1992, Morrey 1989), and isoelastic

stems (Andrew et al 1986, Butel and Robb 1988) to avoid excessive stress shielding.

Many innovations were utilised under inappropriate conditions of trial and error (Huiskes

1993).
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In the 1990s the main topics pertaining to cementless arthroplasty were the modularity of

components and polyethylene wear and osteolysis. However, there were articles which

emphasised the fit and fill of cementless stems in the metaphyseal femoral canal (Burke

et al 1991, Callaghan et al 1992, Hua and Walker 1994, Dujardin et al 1996). Articles

dealing with the anatomy of the femoral canal and focusing on metaphyseal variation

were published by Robertson et al (1996), Husmann et al (1997) and Massin et al (2000).

The purpose here was to study the anatomy of the proximal femoral canal by an

appropriate method, and to evaluate the fit and fill characteristics and resulting bone

remodeling patterns of two different cementless femoral stems.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Bone ingrowth and cementless fixation

Bone growth into the porous surface of the endoprosthetic component in the femoral

canal is considered essential in cementless hip arthroplasty. Bone growth into porous

implants was widely demonstrated from the early 1970s in a number of experimental

series (Galante et al 1971, Nilles et al 1973, Cameron et al 1976, Lord et al 1979, Chen et

al 1983).  The minimum pore size for osseous fixation has been estimated at 50-100 µm

(Hulbert et al 1970, Bobyn et al 1980 II). The relevance of this �optimum� pore size,

however, is questionable in clinical use, in view of the successful experience with solid

fixation with pore sizes even up to 1-2 mm (Bobyn and Engh 1983, Malchau et al 1996).

In the bone ingrowth sequence three phases concomitant with primary fracture-healing

can be seen to occur at the implant surface: 1) initial inflammatory phase, 2) reparative

woven bone phase and 3) remodeling lamellar-bone phase (Galante et al 1971, Cameron

et al 1976, Chen et al 1983, Sandborn et al 1988, Callaghan 1993). New-bone formation

has been observed to start within ten days, and at twelve weeks thorough bone infiltration

has been recorded in titanium implants in femoral canals of rabbits (Galante et al 1971).

However, lamellar-bone can increase for at least 52 weeks, also resulting in increased

attachment strength during that period (Sandborn et al 1995). In animal studies bone

ingrowth has been verified with several porous-coated materials: ceramics (Welsh et al

1971, Nilles et al 1973), Vitallium (Welsh et al 1971), titanium (Galante et al 1971,

Nilles et al 1973), stainless steel (Nilles et al 1973), carbon (Nilles et al 1973) and

chrome-cobalt alloys (Lord et al 1979).

Galante and associates (1971) already mentioned that in some instances the ingrown bone

trabeculae and the metal implant surface were separated by a very thin layer of fibrous

tissue. Subsequently the interposition of such a fibrous tissue membrane was observed to

be a fairly regular phenomenon in canine prosthesis models (Lord et al 1979, Chen et al

1983).
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There are several factors governing the rate and quality of bone ingrowth. The type of

tissue which grows into porous surfaces and the resulting fixation strength depend

markedly on the relative initial motion between the implant and the bone (Cameron et al

1973). The exact threshold of micromotion for bone ingrowth has not been determined,

but Pilliar and colleagues (1986) reported osseous fixation with relative motion of less

than 28 µm and fibrous tissue fixation with 150 µm of motion. Likewise, in a study of

Soballe and colleagues (1992, I) 150 µm of motion resulted a fibrous membrane around

the implants. According to these findings a threshold between 40-50 µm of micromotion

for bone ingrowth has been suggested (Callaghan 1993).

In stable conditions, i.e., in experiments in which there are implants without direct

loading in the reamed medullary canal, endosteal bone can grow into the porous surface

over a gap of 2 mm, but the rate and degree of maturity and mineralisation is increased

when the gap width is 0.5 mm or less (Bobyn et al 1981, Sandborn et al 1988, Dalton

1995). Sandborn and colleagues (1988) stated that the ability of bone to bridge a gap

space and infiltrate a porous implant and especially the rate is more pronounced in the

cortical than in the cancellous region. Contrary to this, Dalton and associates (1995)

observed no significant differences between cortical and cancellous bone in gap filling,

bone ingrowth or attachment strength. In their experiment implants with large initial gaps

(1 or 2 mm) demonstrated even greater attachment strength in cancellous than in cortical

bone.

The value of an osteoconductive hydroxyapatite (HA) coating in enhancing bone

ingrowth has been widely documented (Cook et al 1988, Cook et al 1991, Soballe et al

1991, Soballe et al 1992 I, Soballe et al 1992 II, Soballe et al 1993, Dalton et al 1995).

HA coating of unloaded titanium implants accelerates the rate of bone ingrowth and also

increases fixation strength (Cook et al 1991, Soballe et al 1991, Dalton et al 1995). In the

loaded model causing micromotion of 150 or 500 µm, both HA-coated and non-coated

titanium implants were surrounded by fibrous membrane after 4 weeks of implantation,

but the membrane was thinner, there was more fibrocartilaginous tissue instead of

connective tissue, and the shear strength was significantly increased in the unstable HA

groups (Soballe et al 1992 I, Soballe et al 1992 II). Obviously, HA coating has positive

effects also in unstable conditions.
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Endosteal bone grows into a porous coated implant in conditions in which the implant has

adequate apposition to bone and initial stability. Retrieval analyses of cementless femoral

components have demonstrated that bone ingrowth is limited. Obviously depending on

methods and perhaps on stem designs, different extents of bone ingrowth have been

reported (Galante and Jacobs 1992). Collier and associates (1988) observed bone

ingrowth in only 27% of femoral components (the series also included loosened stems).

Cook and associates (1988 I, II) reported that approximately one third of hip components

had no bone ingrowth, one third had ingrown bone in less than 2% of the available

surface area, and in one third there was ingrown bone in 2 - 10% of the available surface

area. Engh and colleagues (1987) observed bone ingrowth in as much as 82% of femoral

stems; they did not specify the extent of ingrowth. Jacobs and colleagues (1989) even

found some degree of bone ingrowth in all of the 14 retrieved femoral components, the

average extent of bone ingrowth reaching 45% of the available area. Bauer and group

(1991) reported five retrieved proximally hydroxyapatite-coated stems with bone

apposition of 32 - 78%. In stems with extensive porous coating most bone ingrowth is

observed in the distal region, where the best contact is achieved between the implant and

solid bone (Engh et al 1987, Haddad et al 1987). It has been surmised that a combination

of limited ingrowth of bone and extensive ingrowth of fibrous tissue could be adequate

for fixation (Haddad et al 1987).

Anatomy of the proximal femoral medullary canal

Research methods

The shape and size of the femoral medullary canal became a topic and interest, when the

cementless endoprosthetic femoral stems were designed, but not until the studies by

groups under Dai (1985) and Noble (1988) were any papers published dealing thoroughly

and in detail with the subject. Noble and associates (1988) analysed 200 cadaver femora

by standardised radiographs in perpendicular planes. Dai´s group had already performed

computed tomography (CT) on 30 femora to examine the medullary canal in 1985.

Woolson and group (1986) had described a difference of 1.6 � 3.0 mm between the CT-

based measurement and actual femoral intramedullary dimensions. Later Rubin and
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associates (1992) established the superior accuracy of CT combined with image-

processing methods compared with standard radiographs in studying the dimensions of

the medullary canal. The mean difference was 0.8 ± 0.7 mm with CT and 2.4 ± 1.4 mm

with standard radiographs. The main cause for this was the deficient information in

standard radiographs in two perpendicular views compared to the information of series

yielded by CT-slices across the femur. In addition to this, there are notable technical error

sources in radiographs: inadequate control and determination of magnification (Knight

and Atwater 1992) and the effect of different femoral rotation on measurement of the

dimensions of the proximal metaphyseal canal (Eckrich et al 1994). Iguchi and

colleagues (1996), on the other hand, presented a protocol in which they successfully

predicted the shape and size of the proximal femoral canal from standard radiographs

(less than 1 mm average difference from actual dimensions) with the aid of the average

cross-sectional contours of the medullary canal from groups of cut and of CT sliced

femora previously studied by Walker and Robertson (1988).

Three-dimensional anatomic reconstructions based on either actual cadaveric or CT scan

cross-sections came into use as the basis for femoral component designing (Walker and

Robertson 1988, Robertson et al 1988). Several series involving systems for individual

optimal-fit component designing, i.e. custom-made stems, were published (Robertson et

al 1987, Rhodes et al 1987, Bargar 1989, Stulberg et al 1989, Reuben et al 1992,

Bougault et al 1993, Brien 1993, Essinger 1993, Hua and Walker 1993). Only few of

these papers presented the accuracy of the system used (Robertson et al 1987, Bargar et al

1989, Hua and Walker 1993). Also only some described the actual image processing

system in detail (Robertson et al 1987, Rhodes et al 1987) or referred to it appropriately

(Reuben et al 1992). In a study of Rubin and colleagues (1992), which demonstrated CT

to be superior to radiographs in evaluating endosteal dimensions, the authors actually

compared the values from CT scanning to those obtained from the actual bone sections,

which they photographed and processed by the same edge detection program as used on

CT data. Also in this study the accuracy of the edge detection program was neither

studied nor presented.

There is no general solution for digital image segmentation problems: the proposed

methods are ad hoc solutions for particular problems (Kasturi and Jain 1991). CT images
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are gray scale images and both region- and edge-based segmentation methods can be used.

Theoretically, the results of both methods will be equal. The simplest region-based method,

thresholding, is widely used in image processing and there have been a number of

proposals for calculating suitable threshold values for an image (Pun 1980, Sahoo et al

1988, Pal and Pal 1993). The idea underlying most edge detection techniques is the

computation of a local first- or second-order derivative operator (Pratt 1991). After using

the edge operators the filtered image is thresholded by a suitable value to determine the

presence of an edge. With noise images, threshold selection becomes a trade-off between

the missing of valid edges (gaps) and the creation of noise-induced false edges, and some

post-processing is needed.

In several studies defining the femoral canal the border has been detected by a constant

threshold value (Garg et al 1985, Alho et al 1989, Sumner et al 1989, Iguchi et al 1996,

Aamodt et al 1999).  The average density of cancellous bone in the metaphysis was

180/145 Hounsfield units (HU) (males/females), of cortical bone in the metaphysis

870/850 HU and of diaphyseal cortex 1661/1610 HU in the sample studied by Alho and

associates (1989). The threshold value corresponding to the canal border has most often

been selected as 500-600 HU (Alho et al 1989, Sumner et al 1989, Iguchi et al 1996,

Aamodt et al 1999). Garg and group (1985) chose 275 HU as the border value of the

femoral canal in their CT setting; this was based on their assumption that this would

represent the femoral canal with 1 mm rim of cancellous bone. Aamodt and colleagues

(1999) based their system of custom-made femoral stems on a constant threshold, 600

HU, which they found to be closest to the contour of the medullary canal after rasping of

trabecular bone. Rasping was performed in order to determine the stabilising

corticocancellous interface in the metaphyseal transitional zone from thin trabeculae to

increasing density towards the cortical bone. Use of a constant threshold value may be

questionable by reason of marked differences between CT equipments and imaging

settings and of the variety of patient material and bone properties; at least a proper

threshold value should be determined separately for each scanner and in certain

conditions (Sumner et al 1989, Mankovich et al 1991).

Robertson and Huang (1986) demonstrated, how the accuracy of normal CT on femora

was limited by spectral shift (beam hardening) artifacts: in the medullary canal CT values

were significantly increased and external and internal bone edges thickened, resulting in
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cortical areas too large and medullary canal areas too small. They found that a second-

order correction algorithm significantly improved the accuracy of the CT sizing methods

for the medullary canal.  Subsequently Mankovich, Robertson and Essinger (1991)

appropriately presented an edge-detection method based on sampling of radial lines and

spline interpolation. Dujardin and colleagues (1996) also studied grey level profiles of

radial lines; the inner cortical point was selected separately for each radius, based on the

ratio between the densities of cortical and cancellous bone. In a study concentrating on

quantitative CT and bone mineral density (BMD) (Prevrhal et al 1999) radial profile was

also used, from which threshold values were calculated by different methods to determine

cortical thicknesses. The authors found accuracy to be strongly dependent on the

properties of the CT scanner.

Descriptions of endosteal anatomy

Noble and associates (1988) convincingly demonstrated that there is no universal shape

of the femoral canal and described substantial variability in femoral canal anatomy and

poor predictability of dimensions characterising the endosteal surface. Typical correlation

coefficients observed between endosteal dimensions ranged from 0.20 to 0.66. They had

chosen the geometric center of the lesser trochanter as the reference point in vertical axis.

The most predictable endosteal dimension was found to be the mediolateral (ML) width

of the femoral canal at a level of 20 mm below the lesser trochanter mid-point (average

20.9 mm, S.D. 3.5 mm, range 11.0 � 29.5 mm). The overall correlations of this level with

other levels were also the best (Noble et al 1988), as also previously observed by Dai and

colleagues (1985). In the above-mentioned series studied by Noble´s group (1988) the

average canal width at the level of neck osteotomy, 20 mm above the lesser trochanter

mid-point, was 45.5 mm, S.D. 5.3 mm, range 31.0 � 60.0 mm.

In the same paper Noble and coworkers (1988) described femoral canal opening from

isthmus to neck osteotomy level in the frontal plane by canal flare index (CFI). It was

defined as the ratio of the mediolateral canal width at a level of 20 mm above the lesser

trochanter mid-point and the canal isthmus. CFI ranged from 2.4 to 7.0 with an average

of 3.8 (S.D. 0.74). The femora were divided according to their shape as stovepipe canals

(CFI less than 3.0), normal canals (CFI 3.0 � 4.7) and canals with champagne-fluted
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appearance (CFI more than 4.7). In the material in question there were 9% stovepipe,

83% normal and 8% champagne-fluted canals.

CFI has since been used in all the series in which the morphology of the femoral canal

has been studied. Massin and associates (2000) analysed 200 femora from pelvic

radiographs of patients who had previously undergone hip arthroplasty of the

contralateral hip. CFIs were much similar to those of Noble´s group (1988): ranging 2.1 �

7.5, average 3.6 (S.D. 0.8), and femora were distributed into stovepipe (16.5%), normal

(72%) and champagne-fluted (11.5%) in the same way except for a slightly reduced

number of normal type (Massin et al 2000). In contrast CFI were markedly smaller when

32 cadaver femora (average donor age 82 years) were studied by Rubin and colleagues

(1992) using CT: CFI ranged from 2.37 to only 5.35, with an average of 3.36 (S.D. 0.75).

Husmann and associates (1997) on the other hand presented higher CFI values than

Noble and associates (1988). They examined 310 femora of candidates for hip

arthroplasty by both standard radiographs and CT scanning. When CFI were measured

from radiographs, the range was 2.3 � 7.2 and the average 3.81 (S.D. 0.83). When

measurements were obtained from CT slices, CFI increased: range 2.3 � 8.3, average 4.32

(S.D. 1.05), and the percentage of champagne-fluted canals was over 20% (Husmann et

al 1997). The main reason for these differences is probably technical, i.e. the limitations

of standard radiographs (Husmann et al 1997). In addition, true variation in endosteal

anatomy most probably exists between population groups.

Walker and Robertson (1988) modelled an average femur based on a three-dimensional

analysis of sections of 26 cadaveric femora. They reported considerable variation in the

shape and orientation of the femoral canal at neck osteotomy level.  Equally, the

correlation of the mediolateral (ML) and anteroposterior (AP) diameters of the canal of

the metaphysis at the level of femoral neck osteotomy was only 0.40, indicating wide

metaphyseal variability in the series studied by Noble and associates (1988). Walker and

Robertson (1988) also reported that there is often a prominent calcar trabeculation in

cross-sections at neck osteotomy level. Dai and colleagues (1985) had previously pointed

out that the effective canal area is smaller than the actual canal size because of this calcar

septum dividing the canal.  The mechanical properties, stiffness and strength, of

cancellous bone in the proximal femur correspond to the trabeculation system (Brown

and Ferguson 1980). The bone strength is markedly elevated to the primary trabeculae
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especially under longitudinal load, but is notably reduced if loaded transversely (Brown

and Ferguson 1980). Evaluation of cancellous bone strength from radiographs is,

however, of limited predictive value (Rosson et al 1996).

Recent studies have focused on the variation in the femoral metaphysis and geometric

parameters for characterising the shape of the metaphyseal canal have been determined

(Robertson et al 1996, Husmann et al 1997, Massin et al 2000). Husmann and group

(1997) calculated separately medial, lateral, anterior and posterior flare indices from the

proportions of the vector lengths in CT slices 20 mm above and 40 mm below the lesser

trochanter mid-point (310 femora). Considerable variation was observed: the medial flare

indices ranged from 1.3 to 6.5 (average 3.65) and the anterior flare indices from 0.8 to 5.6

(average 2.24); the indices correlated rather poorly with each other and the femora were

widely distributed into nine different femoral morphologies. Massin and colleagues

(2000) selected a metaphyseal index which was calculated as a proportion between the

mediolateral canal width at the level of 20 mm above and at the lesser trochanter mid-

point (200 femora). This index, depicting only the canal shape of the uppermost 20 mm

below the neck osteotomy, was found to range between 1.3 and 2.2. In this range, though

it was smaller than that found by Husmann´s group (1997), the authors were able to

identify numerous metaphyseal somatypes for femoral stem designing. Robertson and

associates (1996) defined the medial cortex angle between the femoral shaft axis and the

line passing the center of the femoral head and tangent to the medial inner cortex

curvature. Thus the medial cortex angle is a parameter describing the metaphyseal canal

opening and is not the same as the femoral neck-shaft angle. The material of the study in

question consisted of patients with different classes of developmental hip dysplasia (24

hips); the medial cortex angle ranged from 151° to 167°.

The average cross-sectional shape of the femoral canal in metaphysis and diaphysis has

been determined (Walker and Robertson 1988, Iguchi et al 1996), but it has not been

considered necessary to describe its variation by any parameters, for instance using the

ratio between ML and AP diameters of a level. Instead, the orientation of the canal has

been a topic of interest (Robertson et al 1996, Husmann et al 1997). Husmann and

colleagues (1997) distinguished extramedullary neck anteversion from intramedullary

helitorsion at the level of the neck base in relation to the posterior bicondylar plane of the
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distal femur, because there was a difference of over 10° for a quarter of the femora

studied, even if the average values were very similar (anteversion 24.7° ± 8.7° and

helitorsion 24.0° ± 11.8°) and they correlated fairly closely (r = 0.66). Instead of

helitorsion, Robertson´s group (1996) determined section angle, i.e. the deviation angle

of the section´s long axis (fitting ellipse) from the femoral neck axis. They found in

dysplastic femora that torsional deformity extended from the neck distally to the inferior

portion of the lesser trochanter.

With aging the femur expands and the diameter of the medullary canal increases affecting

canal shape (Smith and Walker 1964, Ruff and Hayes 1982). This natural phenomenon

seems to continue with similar rate also after hip arthroplasty (Poss et al 1987, Comadoll

et al 1988, Robinson et al 1994).

Fit and fill of cementless endoprosthetic femoral stems

The fit of the endoprosthetic stem in the femoral canal is determined as a proportion of

stem surface in contact with endosteal cortical bone to the whole stem surface in the

region studied. The fill of the endoprosthetic stem in the femoral canal is determined

as the ratio of the volume of the stem to the volume of the canal in the region studied.

From radiographs the canal fill is usually estimated from the ratio between the widths

of the stem and the canal at a certain level. From a cross cut or a CT slice the sectional

areas of the stem and the canal are used for calculating canal fill. The fit and fill can

be determined for the whole stem, or separately for the metaphyseal and diaphyseal

femoral regions, or divided into fourteen Gruen zones (Gruen et al 1973, Johnston et al

1990, Tonino et al 1995).

The postoperative fit and fill of cementless femoral stems has been evaluated from

radiographs in a number of studies (Engh et al 1987, Kim and Kim 1993, Kärrholm and

Snorrason 1993, Martell et al 1993, Mulliken et al 1996). Engh and associates (1987)

assessed the fit on the isthmus region only, classifying cases into those without and those

with contact to both endosteal cortices in AP radiographs. Kärrholm and Snorrason

(1993) used both AP and ML views and measured contact between lesser trochanter and

isthmus. Kim and Kim (1993) and groups under Martell (1993) and Mulliken (1996) used
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both views, but assessed several levels. Mulliken´s group (1993) evaluated separately the

metaphyseal fit and diaphyseal fill.

Hayes and collegues (1991) demonstrated significant errors in radiological fit and fill

estimations compared to cut cross-section and concluded that for research purposes the fit

and fill data should be collected using cross-sections whenever possible. Robertson and

collegues (1988) inserted different designs (straight, anatomic and custom-made) of

plastic stems into plastic bone replicas, which were then cross-cut. The fit was defined as

a distance of 1 mm or less between implant and inner cortex. The fill was determined

from the areas of the implant and canal. The best fit and fill was obtained with custom-

made stems, and the anatomic stems were better than straight ones.

Computed tomography performed on patients to assess the fit and fill of femoral stems

has not been used routinely or even with large series of patients. When CT is performed

through a femur carrying a metallic implant, the resultant artifact seriously lowers the

accuracy of the data (Grelsamer et al 1993, Robertson and Taylor 1993). However, recent

metal artifact reduction techniques in CT will obviously provide proper accuracy at least

with titanium implants (Robertson and Taylor 1993, Feng et al 1996, Sutherland and

Gayou 1996, Viceconti et al 1999).

Importance of fit and fill for micromotion

Two types of motion of the femoral endoprosthetic stem in femoral canal have been

characterised: 1) a dynamic movement in response to one loading cycle, i.e. micromotion,

and 2) irreversible displacement in the canal over time, i.e. migration or subsidence; these

motions occur in three-dimensional manner (Schneider et al 1989, Buhler et al 1997).

Simple experiments with cadaver femora have demonstrated increased micromotion and

subsidence of stems if the canal was prepared to provide a loose distal fit, and it was held

that tight distal fit is essential (Noble et al 1988, Whiteside and Easley 1989, Sugiyama et

al 1992). Whiteside and associates (1988) and Whiteside and Easley (1989) studied the

effects of distal stem fit and use of a collared stem. The conclusion was that tight distal fit

minimises micromotion, whereas subsidence is advantageously prevented by a collar.
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The main load to on the hip is applied from an anterosuperior direction and force

increases substantially during stair-climbing (Davy et al 1988). This causes a tendency

for the femoral stem to rotate retroversion (Schneider et al 1989, Nunn et al 1989, Burke

et al 1991, Buhler et al 1997). Cementless stems have seemed to be more susceptible to

this torsional micromotion than cemented ones (Burke et al 1991).

The importance of metaphyseal fill in cementless stems to reduce torsional micromotion

has been widely emphasised in strain-gauge studies on cadaver femora (Callaghan et al

1992, Ohl et al 1993, Hua and Walker 1994, Dujardin et al 1996). Proximal-filling

anatomic stems have proved markedly more stable (average 26 ± 7 µm) under substantial

torsional loads than straight stems (average 77 ± 58 µm), whose stability improves if

cement is applied proximally (average 25 ± 27 µm) (Callaghan et al 1992). Hua and

Walker (1994) compared symmetrical, asymmetrical and custom asymmetrical

cementless stems. Axial subsidence was very similar in all three designs, but in torsional

loading the symmetrical stem evinced some times more rotational motion than designs

with greater metaphyseal fill. The custom asymmetrical design was, however, no better

than standard asymmetrical one. Dujardin and colleagues (1996) compared an anatomic,

custom-made and modified custom-made stem (distal part thinned out and tapered). The

custom-made stem designs achieved initial stabilisation with fewer loading cycles and

with less migration than the anatomic stem. The average torsional micromotion of the

custom-made stems was significantly smaller than that of the anatomic stem. Thinning of

the distal part of the custom stems did not significantly increase rotational motion, but

instead anteroposterior and mediolateral pivoting were slightly increased in the

metaphysis and clearly in the diaphysis. In all groups the average micromotions were

however very small in metaphysis (8µm � 26 µm). In the metaphyseal region, the fill of

stems was strongly correlated (r = 0.89) to rotational and also (r = 0.87) to vertical

motion.

In a study in which the distal fit was set as the only variable, the best rotational stability

was achieved in the group with tight distal fit made by underreaming (Sugiyama et al

1992). When both the metaphyseal and diaphyseal fit and fill have been properly

evaluated, it has been obvious that avoidance of torsional micromotion is primarily
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dependent on the metaphyseal fit and fill and is only secondarily contributed to by the

distal fit and fill (Ohl et al 1993, Whiteside et al 1994, Kendrick et al 1995). Torsional

stability, which is provided by the tight distal fit, is markedly affected by the design of

the distal part of the stem; the deeply fluted was superior to the porous-coated, to the

finned and the slotted and narrowly fluted designs (Kendrick et al 1995).

In clinical series minute migration has been studied by roentgen stereophotogrammetric

analysis. Immediate postoperative fit and fill parameters of non-porous macrolocking

stems did not correlate with migration, which was mostly directed distally, in valgus and

retroversion (Kärrholm and Snorrason 1993). Kärrholm and associates (1994) in a similar

set-up compared different stem designs and also measured the fit and fill of the stems;

they report no correlations between fit and fill and migration. Freeman and Plante-

Bordeneuve (1994) and Kobayashi with coworkers (1997) observed from standard

radiographs that early vertical migration of 2 mm or more of a femoral stem has a strong

predictive value for late aseptic loosening. In those studies the effect of fit and fill of the

stems was not assessed.

Effect of fit and fill on stress transfer and bone remodeling

If the load on the metaphyseal femur after hip arthroplasty is reduced, bone loss result:

load values 20% to 100% of normal have generally been reported depending on

measuring methods, design properties of endoprosthetic stems as well as fit and fill of

stems (Oh and Harris 1978, Walker et al 1987, Jasty et al 1988, Walker and Robertson

1988, Hua and Walker 1995). Consequently, stress by-passing to the diaphysis causes

considerably increased loads in the region of the stem tip (Walker et al 1987). This

metaphyseal stress-shielding is greater in cemented than in cementless stems (Oh and

Harris 1978, Walker et al 1987, Jasty et al 1994, Hua and Walker 1995). A collared

design of the femoral stem (whether cemented or cementless) can minimise the

phenomenon especially with loose distal fit (Indong et al 1978, Jasty et al 1988, Walker

and Robertson 1988, Jasty et al 1994). However, if the diaphyseal fit is tight

(underreamed canal of 0.5 mm), marked reduction in metaphyseal load occurs in spite of

a collar (Jasty et al 1988). Tight distal fit and fill of the femoral stem indubitably entails

disadvantageous load transmission (Jasty et al 1988, Walker and Robertson 1988, Jasty et
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al 1994), even though Jasty and collegues (1994) distinguished precise fit from tight press

fit and from loose fit and concluded that precise fit results in the most normal strain

pattern.

Hua and Walker (1995) compared custom-made, asymmetric and symmetric cementless

stem designs. They observed that on the medial metaphysis the strains were closer to

normal with symmetric than asymmetric (anatomic) stems, which distributed much of the

load onto the anterior metaphysis and whose distribution also varied more. Evidently the

asymmetric design could not match the range of metaphyseal geometries, whereas the

load distribution of custom stems was more balanced and strain patterns were closest to

normal.

The effects of different design properties of cementless stems on stress transfer have also

been investigated by 3-dimensional computer simulations, finite element analyses, which

seems to be of great value in predicting in vivo bone remodeling (Skinner et al 1994). In

these models the observations and results have been in accord with stress transfer studies

with cadaver femora. The more distally the porous coating extends and the more rigid the

stem, the more stress by-passes the metaphyseal region (Huiskes 1990, Keaveny and

Bartel 1993, Weinans et al 1994, Huiskes and van Rietbergen 1995). The axial load on

the metaphysis could be preserved close to normal if the femoral stem has a collar with

precise seating on the femoral neck, but the load is substantially reduced with loss of

exact collar fit (Keaveny and Bartel 1993). In the model designed by van Rietbergen and

group (1993) the wedging effect of a tapered implant initially generated high loads

proximally, but gradually after elastic subsidence the loads were shifted distally,

especially if the stem was not a perfect fit. Weinans and colleagues (1994) have

demonstrated by finite element analysis how the metaphyseal load reduction could be

avoided by distal overreaming of the femoral canal.

Remodeling of the proximal femur can be qualified radiologically as resorption (loss of

cortical bone density or thickness) and hypertrophy (thickening of cortex) (Engh et al

1987, Engh et al 1990, Johnston et al 1990, Mulliken et al 1996, Vresilovic et al 1994).

Despite the fact that these remodelings have been recorded in several series with different

stem designs, remodeling changes have rarely been analysed in relation to the

metaphyseal and diaphyseal parameters of the fit and fill of individual stems. In series of
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extensively porous-coated femoral stems with at least two-year follow-up, resorption of

proximal bone, stress-shielding, was observed almost twice as often in cases with exact

press fit of the distal stem compared with those without distal press fit (Engh et al 1987,

Engh and Bobyn 1988). A similar observation has been made with proximally coated

stems (Martell et al 1993). Whiteside (1989) studied the performance of a stem design

with collar, whose bottom side and only the uppermost 1 cm of the stem surface was

porous-coated. Exact seating of collar brought about metaphyseal cancellous

hypertrophy, even if there was tight distal fit. In contrast, poor fit of collar was associated

with calcar resorption under circumstances where tight distal fit often caused distal

cortical hypertrophy. In series with proximally porous-coated femoral stems distal

cortical hypertrophy has been observed most often in Gruen zones III and V in 25 - 35%

of cases (Kim and Kim 1992, Martell et al 1993, Hozack et al 1996, Mauerhan et al 1997,

Knight et al 1998). Groups under Martell (1993) and Knight (1998) found no correlation

between the distal canal fit and fill and cortical hypertrophy. In contrast, Martell and

associates (1993) were able to demonstrate a significant contribution of greater

metaphyseal fill in preserving metaphyseal bone-stock.

To quantify bone remodeling around the femoral stem dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry

(DEXA) is currently in use (Kröger et al 1998). Majority of the postoperative decrease in

bone mineral density (BMD) occurs within the first 6 to 9 months (Rosenthall et al 1999

I), although minor progression can continue up to five to seven years after surgery

(Kilgus et al 1993). The effect of the fit and fill of individual stems on bone remodeling

has not been studied by DEXA. However, regional decreases in BMD apparently depend

on femoral stem design; shape and extent of porous coating.

The greatest BMD decrease is usually found in the calcar region, Gruen zone 7.

Retrospective studies with long and extensively porous-coated stems have revealed BMD

loss averaging 35 � 45% in the proximomedial cortex (Engh et al 1992, Kilgus et al

1993). The BMD loss when proximally porous-coated stems, whether straight or

anatomic, have been used has ranged 15 � 35% in the calcar region (Kiratli et al 1992,

Hughes et al 1995, Kröger et al 1997, Rosenthall et al 1999 II). Using supermodular

stems to match metaphyseal anatomy has attained a mean BMD decrease of 20% in

Gruen zone 7; however no advantage over a standard proximally porous-coated stem was

found (Rosenthall et al 1999 II). The respective BMD loss was only 12% with custom-
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made stems (Wixson et al 1997, Zerahn et al 1998), and even some increase in the BMD

of the calcar has been reported with stemless femoral implants (Munting et al 1997).

Remodeling of the femur after hip arthroplasty is also affected by other stem-related

factors than shape. Evidently, a hydroxyapatite surface on the proximal porous coating

has a positive influence on BMD around the stem (Rosenthall et al 1999 II). Greater

stiffness of the femoral stem disposes to bone loss: stems of larger diameter reduce BMD

more than narrow ones (Engh et al 1993), cobalt-chrome more than titanium stems

(Hughes et al 1995) and titanium more than isoelastic stems (Ang et al 1997).

Influence of fit and fill on clinical results

Inadequate canal filling has been considered to be the main cause of femoral stem

failures, loosening and subsidence, both with extensively porous-coated (Engh et al 1990

I, Engh Jr et al 1997) and proximally porous-coated devices (Kim and Kim 1993, Martell

et al 1993, Owen et al 1994, Malchau et al 1997). Engh and associates (1987) and

Whiteside (1989) reported, that tight distal fit is associated with more complete pain

relief in cementless hip arthroplasty, because in their series thigh pain was related to

loose distal fit. Kim and Kim (1993) measured the initial fit and fill of proximally porous-

coated stems from AP and lateral views at three levels; undersized components were

related to thigh pain. Contrary to these findings, Campell and colleagues (1992)

concluded that thigh pain would be a consequence rather of distal stress transfer in the

absence of stable proximal fixation. Accordingly, with another proximally porous-coated

stem design Kim and Kim (1992) have reported thigh pain in even 50% of patients; the

metaphyseal fill of the stems was estimated to be poor.

The relation of fit and fill and clinical results was analysed in detail in a paper by Martell

and associates (1993) dealing with a proximally porous-coated stem design. Aseptic

loosening was related to lower fill in both the metaphyseal and the diaphyseal region,

stem subsidence was inhibited by tight metaphyseal fill but more efficiently by

diaphyseal fill, and a better clinical result was associated with better diaphyseal fill. A

small series with a short follow-up showed that the relation between the fit and fill and

clinical results is possibly not so clear with extensively porous-coated as with proximally
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porous-coated stems (Haddad et al 1990). Kim and Kim (1994) concluded likewise that

results with extensively porous-coated stems were satisfactory if the stem had good fit

either in the metaphyseal or the diaphyseal canal.

Despite the above, there are numerous publications on cementless femoral stems which

do not deal with stem fit and fill in the canal at all; presumably no associations with

clinical results have been found in studies with good or excellent overall results. Groups

under Mauerhan (1997) and Knight (1998) found no relationship between fit and fill and

clinical performance in their detailed analyses.

Results of cementless femoral stem designs

Extensively porous-coated stems

The Lord Madreporic femoral stem was a fully porous-coated long stem made of cobalt-

chrome. The stem was seated tightly in the diaphyseal canal (Lord et al 1979). In a seven-

year follow-up no loosening was observed (Lord and Bancel 1983). In a prospective

study the Lord stem had a 98% clinical survival rate after ten years (Malchau et al 1996).

These authors were concerned at the marked metaphyseal bone loss, especially in relation

to future revisions. Lord and Bancel (1983) reported 3 cases of stem fatigue fractures, not

encountered by Malchau´s group (1996).

The Anatomic Medullary Locking stem was designed and introduced under Engh (Engh

et al 1990). It is also made of cobalt-chrome and sintered porosity extends over 80% of

the stem surface. Despite its name �anatomic�, it is straight in the anteroposterior plane.

This stem has also been manufactured with a smaller amount of porous coating, but Engh

abandoned these designs in consequence of an increased incidence of thigh pain (Engh et

al 1990). Long-term results with this design have been excellent, the ten-year stem

survival being 97% (Sotereanos et al 1995, Engh Jr et al 1997). In keeping Kim and Kim

(1994) reported that revision was performed on 1/50 stems (2%) during more than 7

years´ follow-up. The incidence of proximal bone resorption in radiological evaluation

has varied considerably: from 18% to more than 50% (Engh et al 1987, Engh and Bobyn

1988, Engh et al 1990, McAuley et al 1998). The clinical insignificance of this
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phenomenon has been forcefully propounded (McAuley et al 1998). Some cases with

stem breakage have been reported (Engh et al 1990, Sotereanos et al 1995).

Isoelastic stems

Stress transfer from femoral endoprosthetic stem to surrounding bone undoubtedly

depends on the elasticity modulus of the stem (Bobyn et al 1990, Maistrelli et al 1991,

Huiskes et al 1992). The concept of the isoelastic femoral stem was applied in several

designs in about 1980 (Morscher and Dick 1983, Tullos et al 1984, Andrew et al 1986,

Butel and Robb 1988). Preliminary results were reported to be encouraging (Andrew et al

1986), but predominantly the outcome has been disappointing: 33% failures in three

years (Tullos et al 1984), 43% failures in four years (Jacobsson et al 1993) and 10%

revisions after a 7-year follow-up, and only 44% of those not revised were graded

excellent or good in clinical scoring (Niinimäki et al 1994).

Proximally porous-coated stems

The second-generation cementless femoral stems were designed with shorter stems,

porous coating limited to the proximal part in order to achieve metaphyseal dominance in

fixation and load transmission. Stem shape was either straight with more or less tapering,

or anatomic with more or less increased stem volume and curve in the anteroposterior

plane. The second-generation stems started to be implanted in large numbers at the

beginning of the 1980s. Several short- and mid-term clinical series were published first

and currently ten-year follow-up studies have also become available.

The Harris-Galante femoral stem is a straight titanium alloy stem with proximal porous

titanium fibre mesh. Martell and colleagues (1993) presented a series with 97% 5-year

stem survival, but other studies reported much inferior short-term results: 10% loosening

in 5 years (Kim and Kim 1992), only 64% excellent or good in clinical scoring (de Nies

and Fidler 1996), about 20% cortical osteolysis (Woolson and Maloney 1992, de Nies

and Fidler 1996), and about 50% mid-thigh pain (Kim and Kim 1992, de Nies and Fidler
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1996). In accord with these reports Harris-Galante stems have comprised only 81%

(Clohisy and Harris 1999) and 86% (Thanner et al 1999) of 10-year survival rate.

The Tri-Lock femoral stem is a cobalt-chrome stem of flat wedge shape and porous

coating of 60% proximally. In 5 to 8 years´ follow-up revision has been performed for

one out of 57 patients and 70% of them were rated excellent or good in Harris hip score

(Pellegrini et al 1992). Good results with the Tri-Lock stem have been reproduceable: no

aseptic loosening of 60 stems in ten years (7 were revised because of acetabular failure)

(Sakalkale et al 1999), and 10-year survival 95% (Burt et al 1998); in both studies the

clinical ratings were also good and the prevalence of thigh pain low.

A family of straight and tapered titanium alloy stems with proximal porous coating of 30-

50% have yielded excellent short- or mid-term results: Taperlock 0/105 revisions for

aseptic loosening in 5 years, Mallory-Head 0/71 revisions in 4 years, Bi-Metric 1/50

revision in a minimum of 2 years, and Integral 0/170 revisions in 5-8 years (Hozack et al

1996, Mulliken et al 1996, Robertsen et al 1996, Mauerhan et al 1997), despite the

problematic wear of the acetabular components with which these stems have been used

(Hozack et al 1996, Puolakka et al 2000). The proportion of excellent and good ratings in

Harris hip score was 94% for Integral (Mauerhan et al 1997) and 96% for Bi-Metric

stems (Robertsen et al 1996).

The PCA is the most widely documented cementless femoral stem with anatomic design.

It is made of cobalt-chrome and has proximal porous coating. Results of a consecutive

series have been reported after two years (Callaghan et al 1988), after 5-7 years (Heekin

et al 1993), and after a minimum of ten years (Xenos et al 1999). After two years 94% of

cases had excellent or good rating in Harris hip score; thigh pain, however, was reported

in 18% of cases, and there were radiographic signs causing concern, for example

loosening of the beads (Callaghan et al 1988). After 5-7 years the clinical ratings were

alike, and there was 5% femoral subsidence (Heekin et al 1993). After ten years the

clinical rating had deteriorated (average Harris score from 92 to 84) and femoral

osteolysis was observed in as many as 39% of cases, despite the fact that only 5%

revisions for femoral components had been performed (Xenos et al 1999). In a

Scandinavian multicenter study the results of 539 cases were documented (Malchau et al

1997): 7-year survival of the stems was 95.8%, the clinical rating was good and did not
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decrease after 5 years. However, the incidence of stem subsidence of more than 5 mm

and the presence of femoral osteolysis was marked: if these were defined as the end point

of stem survival after 7 years, it decreased to 61%. Young age and poor stem fill

influenced stem failure, as well as factors related to acetabular wear. In a consecutive

series of a minimum of six years´ follow-up 6% were revised or planned to revise, 25%

had thigh pain, and osteolysis was observed in 33% of cases (Kim and Kim 1993).

Likewise, Owen and associates (1994) reported a high incidence of wear and osteolysis

and in consequence the disappointing results. Xenos and colleagues (1999) concluded,

that femoral fixation can work properly, but more extensive porous coating could be

beneficial to resist adverse effects of wear particles. Knight and colleagues (1998) had

used a modified PCA femoral component with increased proximal volume and increased

length; only 1/70 stem was revised, osteolysis was observed for some reason only in

2.8%, but thigh pain was present in 30% of the cases. Campell and associates (1992)

concluded that the common thigh pain in PCA hips is caused by stem instability with

distal stress transfer in the absence of stable metaphyseal fixation.

A proximally porous coated titanium alloy stem called Anatomic has also been designed

to match the metaphyseal part of the femur (Ragab et al 1999). After a minimum follow-

up of six years, 1/100 stems was revised because of loosening and there was thigh pain in

5/100 patients; femoral osteolysis was not detected. The two-year results of an other

anatomic design, LSF, of cobalt-chrome with slightly longer porous coating were better

than the AML or the PCA in a comparative study (Haddad et al 1990), but in a minimum

follow-up of five years acetabular osteolytic changes were revealed and also on the

femoral side there was 33% proximal osteolysis (Sharkey et al 1998).

Custom-made and supermodular stems

At the end of the 1980s several systems were introduced for custom-made femoral stem

designing and manufacturing (Bargar 1989, Mulier et al 1989, Stulberg et al 1989,

Reuben et al 1992). The purpose in these systems was to achieve better fit and fill of the

stem in the femoral canal than with conventional cementless stems. In these early reports

rather the rationales than the results were presented and the possibilities of these designs

were discussed. Bargar (1989) mentioned that better pain scores were achieved with
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custom stems than conventional stems. The incidence of peroperative femoral fractures

was quite high, 7-8% (Bargar 1989, Reuben et al 1992). Appropriate follow-up studies of

custom-made stems with good results have not been published. On the other hand two

series with inferior results have been presented: 28% failures before four years (Lombardi

et al 1995) and an 80% survival rate at 43 months (Robinson and Clark 1996).

Another means of overcoming the metaphyseal-diaphyseal size mismatch has been the

supermodular stems, in which the metaphyseal and the diaphyseal stem parts can be

varied independently (Cameron 1994, Capello et al 1994, Chandler et al 1995). The S-

ROM stem system consists of circular, distally split and fluted stems of varying sizes, and

of metaphyseal sleeves with varying sizes and shapes. These titanium alloy parts are

attached by a Morse taper. The S-ROM has had obvious benefits in revision hip surgery

(Cameron 1994, Chandler et al 1995), but results in primary arthroplasties have not been

published. The diaphyseal fit of the Omniflex titanium alloy stem is optimised by a

cobalt-chrome modular tip, and a modular collar is also available (Capello et al 1994).

Altogether 7% of Omniflex stems had been revised in a consecutive follow-up of 2-5

years (Capello et al 1994). There were as many as 7% major intraoperative fractures and

in addition 10% minor ones.

Hydroxyapatite-coated and other third-generation stems

Furlong and Osborn (1991) began clinical trials with hydroxyapatite-coated femoral

stems in 1985 and Geesink in 1986 (Geesink and Hoefnagels 1995). In the latter 1990s

several well documented series of HA-coated stems were published.

The JRI-Furlong stem is straight, collared and fully HA-coated (Furlong and Osborn

1991). McNally and associates (2000) had followed 100 consecutive JRI Furlong stems

for 9-12 years. One stem was revised because of infection; stem survival at 10 years was

99%. The average clinical ratings were good and anterior thigh pain was not recorded.

The Omnifit-HA stem is made of titanium and is of double wedge shape; the proximal

surface has HA coating and relief of low steps (Geesink and Hoefnagels 1995). Six-year

survival was 100%, and the average in Harris scoring was 98 points for the first 118
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Omnifit-HA arthroplasties (Geesink and Hoefnagels 1995). In a prospective multicenter

study 316 Omnifit-HA stems were followed for an average of 8 years; only one stem

(0.3%) was revised because of aseptic loosening, but three more because of thigh pain

and two because of infection (cumulatively 1.9% stem revisions) (Capello et al 1998). In

the same study protocol there was a subgroup of 155 stems implanted for patients

younger than 50 years of age; minimum follow-up was 5 years (D´Antonio et al 1997). In

this high risk group two stems were revised for hip pain of undetermined origin and one

for deep infection; the authors determined 1.9% as failure rate of the stems.

The ABG titanium alloy stem is proximally HA-coated with a scaled surface, has

anatomic design proximally, is relatively short and it is sought to avoid distal stress

transfer by overreaming of the diaphyseal canal (Tonino et al 1995). Results with the

ABG stem have been assessed in a multicenter study reported by Tonino and colleagues

(1995, 2000). After 5-7 years 3/398 (0.75%) stems had been exchanged (Tonino et al

2000). Clinical results were excellent and also bone remodeling changes, which often

indicate successful proximal stress transfer, could be considered favourable. Also Rossi

and associates (1995) and Garcia-Araujo and associates (1998) have published promising

short-term results with the ABG stems.

Those series with HA-coated stems have so far yielded only excellent results. The

advantage of HA coating has been established by groups under Donnelly (1997) and

Kärrholm (1998) based on measurement of migration, and in these studies HA coating

was also of clinical relevance. In contrast, groups of Cicotti (1994), Rothman (1996) and

Yee (1999) found no significant clinical or radiological differences between stems with

HA on porous coating or porous coating only.

Ultra-short femoral stems and stemless components represent innovations designed to

preserve femoral bone stock maximally (Morrey 1989, Morrey et al 2000, Munting et al

1997). Morrey introduced the Mayo Conservative Hip in 1989: it is made of titanium

alloy with a fibre mesh surface in the metaphyseal part, it is shaped as a double-tapered

wedge, attaining multiple-point contact in the canal. A total of 159 hips with this stem

were followed for 2 to 13 years; stem survival at both 5 and 10 years attained 98.2% and

the average in Harris score exceeded 90 points (Morrey et al 2000). Munting and

colleagues (1997) introduced a femoral implant with no medullary stem. The trunk of the
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component rests on the femoral neck resection surface and stability is ensured by

lamellae penetrating into the metaphysis and by a transtrochanteric screw. The contact

surface has HA coating. In a small series of 48 hips in patients below 50 years of age

followed for 4-6 years, Munting and colleagues (1997) recorded 8 failures (17%); in all

of the failed cases errors of implantation could be identified. The mean Harris score was

97.8 and the metaphyseal BMD was well preserved or in a couple of cases even

increased.
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AIMS OF THE STUDY

The aims of the present study were

1. to develop a image processing method for three-dimensional femoral canal shape

modelling and to test the accuracy of this method appropriately (Study I)

2. to analyse the dimensions measured from the endosteal surface of the cadaver

proximal femoral medullary canal in the diaphysis and in the metaphysis to

determine whether it is rational to  aim at perfect fit and fill in cementless femoral

component fixation (Study II),

3. to evaluate anatomical  basics for cementless femoral component design and for

individual cementless femoral component selection (Study II)

4. to define the accuracy of postoperative radiographs in estimating the canal fill of

cementless femoral stems (Study III),

5. to compare the fit and fill parameters of a straight and a proximally anatomic,

HA-coated and distally over-reamed stem (Studies III, IV),

6. to compare the bone remodeling patterns induced by these two stem designs and
fit and fill differences during  a five-year follow-up (Study IV), and

7. to established whether the primary postoperative fit and fill of cementless stem
affects mid-term clinical outcome (Study IV).
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METHODS

Cadaver femora in studies I, II and III

Institutional Ethical Committee approval was obtained for the use of 50 cadaver femora.

There were 21 left and 29 right femora, from 36 males and 14 females, who died at an

average age of 70 years, ranged 38 to 87 years.

Computed tomography was performed on all femora (Study II). After CT ten femora

were cut into slices in accuracy testing (Study I) and plastic replicas of cementless

femoral stems were implanted in 20 femora (Study III).

Study I

Computed tomography of the femora

CT of the femora was performed with a Somatom CR scanner using settings of 125 kVp,

500 mAs with a matrix size of 256 x 256 and a pixel depth of 12 bits. Thus the physical

size of the pixel was 0.83 mm x 0.83 mm.

Two femora were placed on plexiglass simultaneously so that their vertical axes were

parallel to the table axis and the rotations neutral, the posterior surfaces of the distal

femoral condyles on the table. The femora were placed so that the lesser trochanter mid-

points (T) were at the same vertical level (the zero-level in vertical axis).

Thirty slices were taken from each femur, the lowest 160 mm below and the highest 60

mm above T. The interval between slices was shorter and slices thinner in the

metaphyseal area. Sixteen horizontal 2-mm-thick slices at 5 mm intervals upwards from

20 mm below T (metaphysis) and fourteen 4-mm-thick slices at 10 mm intervals

downwards from 20 mm below T (diaphysis) were taken.
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Edge detection of femoral canal

When searching the femoral canal, a femur can be divided into three different parts

depending on the structure of the cross-sectional slice. In the femoral diaphysis there is a

clear border between the cortical and spongeous bone. Slices in the lesser trochanter area

have posteromedially a calcar septum of nearly cortical density dividing the femoral cavity

from the lesser trochanter. The uppermost part is above the lesser trochanter, where the

septum is not detectable in cross-section, but the metaphyseal trabecular bone gradually

transforms to cortical bone especially on the lateral side. The detectable lateral cortex

normally extends 20 to 40 mm above the lesser trochanter mid-point. Different image

analysis methods were used for femoral cavity detection depending on the structure of the

slice under process.

The general procedure was as follows: search for the edge started from the lowest slice and

passed upwards until the isthmus level was detected. The center of the isthmus level border

data was subsequently used as reference point. The search was then resumed from the

lowest slice upwards to the femoral neck. In principle each slice was processed separately,

but the data of the identified border of the previous slice was employed with distance

computation and for detection of the lesser trochanter and to check the validity of the

proposed pixel.

A constant threshold value was not used because image gray-level values depend on the

patient characteristics (e.g. thickness), on the local structure of the bone, and on the

imaging parameters used (Sumner et al 1989, Mankovich et al 1991). The threshold value

was thus computed for each slice separately. The original gray-level CT image was

thresholded and the resulting binary image dilated. From this dilated image the thresholded

image was subtracted and the result contour-tracked in order to collect the pixels of the

border into a connected path.

The gray-level limits 1500 and 2000 used in the femoral shaft area were found by

subjective evaluation. In slices at lesser trochanter level the image had to be processed in

two or three parts (the lateral cortical bone area and the posteromedial calcar septum area

and sometimes additionally the lesser trochanter area). Multiple problem areas were

processed separately and linked together with the border previously found. If these methods
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did not identify the whole border some pixels in the problem area had to be approximated

or pointed to by the mouse.

The results were saved in four output data files. In the text file the longest anteroposterior

(AP), the longest mediolateral (ML) and the longest oblique diameters were saved. The

second and third files were for 2D- and 3D-data, which can be used with CAD program.

The last file was for center points of the slices.

Manual measurement of femoral canal and testing

Ten cadaver femora were sawn after CT into horizontal slices and used for testing. Each

femur was so cut, that in the proximal area the intervals were 10 mm and in the distal

area 20 mm corresponding to every other level in CT. A femur yielded ten slices for

measurement. Prior to sawing medial and lateral lines were marked on the periosteal

surface of each femur to ensure rotational alignment. In the vertical axis the lesser

trochanter mid-point was the reference. The maximum AP and ML canal diameters of the

slices were measured manually by caliper ruler. Each dimension was measured ten times

and the average was calculated. Altogether 200 manually measured distances were

obtained (10 femora x 10 slices x 2 directions). These were compared to the

corresponding dimensions obtained from the image processing program of femoral canal.

Study II

Computed tomography was performed on 50 femora in order to study the anatomy of the

femoral canal. CT and detection of the femoral canal proceeded as presented in Study I.

Variables of femoral canal

The longest mediolateral, anteroposterior and oblique endosteal dimensions of the slices

were computed. The level of the slice (value given as distance below zero level) which

had the narrowest ML diameter (i.e. the isthmus width) was defined as isthmus level. At
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the neck-osteotomy level (20 mm above T) the endosteal neck anteversion was defined as

the angle between the longest oblique (i.e. the neck-oriented) diameter and the horizontal

mediolateral diameter  (Fig. 1.). The presence of a dense cortical-like septum in the

calcar femorale area was studied.

Canal flare indices (CFI) were calculated as the ratio between the ML canal width at the

neck-osteotomy level and the isthmus width (Noble et al 1988). Anteroposterior CFIs

were calculated similarly from the AP dimensions. Neck-oriented CFIs were determined

as the ratio between the longest oblique dimension at the neck osteotomy level and the

isthmus width (Fig 1.). These figures were defined to describe the femoral canal opening

from the isthmus to the neck osteotomy level.

To ascertain the variability of the femoral metaphyseal opening a metaphyseal canal flare

index (MCFI) was determined, i.e. the ratio between ML canal width 20 mm above and

20 mm below T. Correspondingly the anteroposterior MCFIs and the neck-oriented

MCFIs were determined (Fig. 1.). To analyse the regularity of the shape of the

metaphyseal femoral canal we calculated the bivariate correlations of the dimensions in

metaphyseal slices (from 20 mm below to 20 mm above T).

In order to study the rate of opening from diaphysis to metaphysis, the enlargement rate

of the femoral cavity was determined (femoral cavity enlargement rate = increase in

mediolateral diameter per 10-mm slice interval).

Descriptive statistics, distribution graphics and Pearson linear correlations with scatter

plots were used to observe the typical femoral endosteum and its variation.
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Figure 1.

The longest mediolateral, anterioposterior and oblique diameters were computed for each

slice. Canal flare indices (CFI) were calculated for each femur by the diameters of the

isthmus-level slice and the osteotomy-level slice (20 mm above the lesser trochanter mid-

point, T+20). Metaphyseal canal flare indices (MCFI) were calculated for each femur

from the diameters of the slice 20 mm below (T-20) the lesser trochanter mid-point and

the osteotomy-level slice (T+20). Endosteal neck anteversion angle (a) was measured

from the osteotomy-level slice of each femur.
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H = longest anteroposterior diameter, isthmus level
I = longest oblique diameter, isthmus level
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Study III

Plastic replicas of ten straight Bi-Metric (Biomet) and ten anatomic ABG (Howmedica)

cementless stems were planned to implant into twenty cadaver femora. The femora were

preserved in alcoholic solution (2-6 weeks) before stem insertion. Preoperative

radiographs (in neutral rotation, perpendicular AP and ML views, standard magnification

20%) were obtained to template the stems. Epoxyplastic was selected as the material for

the stems in order to avoid the artefacting effect of metal implants in computed

tomography. An epoxyplastic stem can also be appropriately inserted into the femoral

canal and is clearly visible in radiographs. The stems were implanted in the femora by

orthopaedic surgeons experienced in the clinical use of these designs; ABG stems were

inserted after over-reaming of the canal as customarily. The standard instrumentation of

both stems was used. One femur fractured during insertion of a Bi-Metric stem and was

excluded.  There were thus nine cases in the Bi-Metric group and ten cases in the ABG

group.

Fill measurement from radiographs

Postoperatively the femora with implanted stems were radiographed in the same

projections as preoperatively. Canal fill was measured in three manners: (A) from AP

view only as the ratio of stem width to canal width, (B) by calculating the average of the

fills in AP and ML view, and (C) by measuring stem and canal widths from AP and ML

views and then calculating the hypothetical cross-sectional rectangle areas of stem and

canal (Fig.2.a and b). Stem fill was studied at several levels: with 5-mm intervals in the

metaphysis and 10-mm intervals in the diaphysis. The lesser trochanter mid-point (T) was

the zero level of the bone vertical axis.

Fill in the computed tomography -based method

The femora with implanted stems were then studied with CT. Horizontal 2-mm thick

slices were taken at 5-mm slice intervals from 20 mm above to 20 mm below the lesser
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trochanter mid-point (T). Distally 10-mm slice intervals were used down to the tip of the

stem. Thus the levels studied were identical to radiographic measurement. The canal fill

of the stem was studied by an image processing program using slice-dependent threshold

values (Ahmad et al 2000). The fill was defined in a cross-sectional slice as the

proportion of stem area to canal area.

The fill in CT was compared between straight stems and proximally anatomic stems,

comparing means by t-test as statistical method. The accuracy of the radiographic fill was

compared to the CT method at all separate levels and also when the levels were divided

into metaphyseal and diaphyseal regions. This was studied by comparing means by

paired-samples t-test and by Pearson linear correlation.

Study IV

Patients

During 1991 and 1992, 132 cementless Bi-Metric (Biomet) femoral stems (straight,

proximally porous-coated, titanium) were implanted with cementless acetabular cups

(Biomet Universal) at Tampere University Hospital. Of the 132 patients involved, 50

were selected randomly for the first study group. The second group consisted of the first

26 cementless ABG (Howmedica) arthroplasties performed during 1992 and 1993 at

Tampere University Hospital (9 cases) and Jokilaakso Hospital (17 cases). The ABG

titanium stem is proximally anatomic and hydroxyapatite-coated and is inserted after

over-reaming of the diaphysis. A cementless ABG hydroxyapatite-coated cup was used in

combination with all ABG stems. Patients with acetabular cup loosening or revision

before 5 years were excluded (12 of the 132 Biomet Universal cups in the Bi-Metric

series, but none in the ABG series), as were patients with either a previous proximal

femoral fracture or a previous femoral osteotomy. Immediate postoperative radiographs

were assessed retrospectively and structured clinical and radiographic data were collected
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Figure 2a. Schematic illustration of radiographic measurements from AP and lateral

views. The lesser trochanter mid-point (T) is the zero level in the vertical axis.
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Figure 2b. An example of the measurement at a level 20 mm below T (T-20 mm): AB

and CD refer to femoral canal width, EF and HG to stem width in AP and lateral views.

The cross-section refers to the margins identified from the AP and lateral radiographs and

explains the idea of hypothetical rectangular areas.

The canal fill according to AP view only    
AB
EF=

The canal fill as an average of the fills from AP and lateral views    2:�
�

�
�
�

� +=
CD
GH

AB
EF

The canal fill from hypothetical rectangular areas  
ABxCD
EFxGH= .
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 during regular follow-up visits. There were no noteworthy differences between the study

groups in patient demographics or operative indications.

Measurement of fit and fill

From the immediate post-operative radiographs (AP and lateral views) the fit of the stem

was measured as the length of the stem in contact with cortical bone in proportion to the

length of the stem surface in the region studied. It was measured for the whole stem as

well as separately for the metaphyseal and diaphyseal regions, medially up to the margin

of the stem and laterally up to the level of the clear lateral cortex in terms of Gruen zones

(Gruen et al 1973, Johnston et al 1990). The fill was determined as the ratio of stem

width to canal width. It was measured at five metaphyseal levels at 10-mm intervals from

20 mm above the lesser trochanter mid-point (T) to 20 mm below it. The diaphyseal

levels were 50 mm below T and 10 mm proximal to the stem tip. The fill information

from AP and lateral views was combined by calculating their average, corresponding to

the method (B) used in Study III. Stem positions - varus or valgus and vertical position �

were recorded. Magnification was calculated from femoral head diameter and this was

taken into account in all measurements

Evaluation of clinical results

Clinical and radiological follow up were performed according to the routine of the

surgical unit concerned. The average follow up of the Bi Metric group was 69.3

months (range 47  88) and that of the ABG group 59.4 months (range 49  66). Data

were recorded with the The Finnish Arthroplasty Association proforma, which

contains the details of a modified Harris hip score (Ilstrup et al 1973).

Assessment of migration, bone ingrowth and remodeling

Vertical migration of the femoral stem was assessed from 5 year AP radiographs by

measuring the distance between the stem and the tip of the greater trochanter and the

upper margin of the lesser trochanter. Vertical subsidence exceeding 2 mm (the mean
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change between the 2 distances) and a varus shift of 2° or more were considered

significant (Engh et al 1990).

Bone ingrowth and qualitative remodeling were assessed from AP and ML radiographs

(Engh et al 1990, Johnston et al 1990, Vresilovic 1994, Mulliken et al 1996).

Determinants of bone ingrowth included spot welds (i.e. trabecular bridges between

the stem and an endosteal surface) and intimate contact of the stem with the endosteal

cortex in the absence of a radiolucent line. A reactive sclerotic line around the distal

portion of the stem was considered evidence of motion at this interface, signifying

proximal osseointegration. Bone resorption definitions included cortical thinning,

marked loss of cortical density or corticocancellisation, and loss of calcar height or

thickness. Calcar rounding off was not regarded as actual bone remodeling. Cortical

hypertrophy, often spindle shaped around the distal portion of the stem, was also

recorded.

The immediate postoperative fit and fill characteristics of the two different cementless

stem designs and the 5 year bone remodeling patterns resulting from the use of these

stems were compared. Special emphasis was placed on studying the predictive value

of the primary postoperative fit and fill characteristics for the clinical result, for the

radiological outcome, and for bone remodeling during the 5 year follow up period.

Differences in continuous variables between groups were tested by means of

independent samples t test, or by analysis of variance for normally distributed

variables. For variables with skewed distributions the Mann Whitney test, or Kruskall

Wallis analysis of variance were used. Cross tabulation with the chi square test was

used in studying categorised variables.
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RESULTS

Study I

Accuracy of the computed tomography -based edge detection method

The standard deviations of the caliper ruler measurements of single dimensions were

calculated to describe reproducibility of the measurements. The mean of the standard

deviations of all measurements was 0.17 mm (= 0.8%). That of the standard deviations in

diaphyseal slices was 0.12 mm (= 0.8%) and in metaphyseal slices 0.48 mm (1.6%).

The mean difference between the dimensions measured by the CT-based image

processing method and manual measurements was 1.1 mm (S.D. 0.7 mm). The mean

difference was slightly greater  in the metaphyseal than in the diaphyseal slices, 1.2 mm

(S.D. 0.9 mm) and 1.0 mm (S.D. 0.6 mm), respectively. The dimensions measured by the

CT-based method were usually slightly smaller than those of the caliper ruler

measurements, the peak of the distribution being about 1 mm negative (difference = CT -

manual) (Fig. 3.).

Canal flare indices (CFI) (Noble et al 1988) were calculated to describe the canal shapes

of the ten test femora. These were then divided into three groups according to their CFI.

The mean differences were counted and studied in each group, and also separately for

metaphyseal and diaphyseal slices (Table 1.). The differences were greatest in the

metaphyseal slices of the three femora with the lowest CFI, group 1., 1.3 mm (S.D. 0.8

mm). In the diaphyseal slices the mean difference increased as CFI decreased. The

difference was smallest in the diaphyseal slices of the femora with greatest CFI, group 3.,

0.9 mm (S.D. 0.6 mm). In metaphyseal slices the change in the mean difference in

relation to CFI was less obvious.
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Figure 3.

The distribution of the difference between CT-based image processing program and the

manual measurements of the femoral endosteum in all femora, and in diaphyseal and

metaphyseal slices separately. Negative value means that a computed dimension was

smaller than a manual measurement.
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Table 1.

The mean difference (mm, ± S.D.) between the dimensions (n = number of measured

dimensions) of the CT-based image processing program and the manual measurements of

endosteum of the femora divided according to canal flare indices.

Group 1., three femora Group 2., four femora Group 3., three femora
CFI= 3.1, 3.5, 3.6 CFI = 3.7, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 CFI = 4.6, 5.3, 5.5 

All slices 1.2 (± 0.8) 1.1 (± 0.7) 1.0 (± 0.8)
(n=60) (n=80) (n=60)

Metaphyseal slices 1.3 (± 0.8) 1.2 ( ±1.0) 1.1(±1.0)
(n=24) (n=32) (n=24)

Diaphyseal slices 1.1(± 0.8) 1.1 (± 0.5) 0.9 (± 0.6)
(n=36) (n=48) (n=36)
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Study II

Femoral endosteal anatomy

The means and variations of the endosteal dimensions are presented in Table 2. The

endosteal neck anteversion at the osteotomy level was on average 8° (range -19° to 39°,

S.D. 12°). The average isthmus level was 110 mm (range 60 mm to 140 mm, S.D. 15

mm) below the lesser trochanter mid-point. In 78% of the femora the isthmus level was

situated 100 mm - 120 mm below the lesser trochanter mid-point. In the calcar femorale

region a trabecular ridge of nearly cortical density protruding endosteally from the

posteromedial cortex was detectable in 96% of the femora.

Table 2.

Proximal femoral endosteal dimensions (mm) at different levels (n = 50).

The CFI and MCFI are presented in Table 3. According to Noble`s classification (Noble

et al 1988) the percentage of �stovepipes� (CFI < 3.0) was 6%, �normals� (3.0 ≤ CFI ≤

4.7) 68% and �champagne glasses� (CFI > 4.7) 26%. Age of donor did not correlate with

isthmus width, CFI or MCFI.

     mediolateral dimensions      anterioposterior dimensions      longest oblique dimensions
Level Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
T+20 45.4 4.5 31.4 3.5 47.1 5.0
T+15 40.3 4.6 29.8 3.2 42.0 4.8
T+10 35.5 4.2 28.6 3.1 37.5 4.3
T+5 31.5 4.1 27.0 3.0 34.0 4.2

T 28.7 3.2 25.6 2.9 31.0 3.7
T-10 25.0 2.6 23.9 2.3 27.6 2.5
T-20 20.4 2.1 20.7 2.5 23.2 2.7
T-30 17.7 1.9 18.3 2.4 20.1 2.5
T-40 15.7 2.0 16.8 2.6 18.7 2.5
T-60 13.4 2.1 15.9 2.7 17.3 2.7

isthmus 11.0 1.9 14.1 2.8 14.8 3.0
T-150 12.7 2.0 14.8 2.6 15.6 2.7
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Table 3.

Femoral canal flare indices (n = 50)

The femoral cavity enlargement rate was under 2.0 mm per 10-mm slice interval up to a

level 40 mm below T in almost all femora (94%). Above the level T-20 the enlargement

rate was over 2 mm in 95% of 10-mm slice intervals. Isthmus width correlated fairly well

with mediolateral width at the level of T - 40 (r = 0.83) and T - 20 (r = 0.53) but poorly

with the T + 20 level (r = -0.24). However, isthmus width correlated fairly well with

MCFI (r = -0.72). The correlation between dimensions at the levels T - 20 and T + 20

was only 0.43 mediolaterally and 0.59 anterioposteriorly. It thus appeared that prediction

of one dimension from another is unreliable between the levels T - 20 to T + 20 (the

assumed bone ingrowth region of an endoprosthetic femoral stem).

Study III

The femoral canal fill of straight and anatomic stems

In Study III plastic stem copies were inserted into cadaver femora. There were 9 cases in

the straight stem group (Bi-Metric) and 10 in the proximally anatomic stem group

(ABG).

The average areal canal fill at the metaphyseal levels varied from 37% to 41% in the

straight stem group and from 34% to 45% in the anatomic group as measured by CT

method. Fill values were slightly greater with ABG stems above the lesser trochanter,

albeit not significantly. At the border level between metaphysis and diaphysis (T � 20)

Mean S.D.
Canal flare index (CFI) mediolateral 4.2 0.88

neck-oriented 4.3 0.93
anterioposterior 2.3 0.51

Metaphyseal canal flare index (MCFI) mediolateral 2.2 0.24
neck-oriented 2.0 0.25

anterioposterior 1.5 0.16
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straight Bi-Metric stems actually filled slightly more than ABG stems (41% versus 34%,

p < 0.05).

In the diaphysis the Bi-Metric stems (average 42%) filled significantly (p < 0.05) more of

the femoral canal than the ABG stems (average 36%), in which the canals were over-

reamed prior to stem insertion. The difference between the stem designs was most

marked at the levels T � 40 (45% versus 35%, p < 0.01) and T � 90 (42% versus 30%, p

< 0.01).

The accuracy of radiographs compared to CT method in femoral canal fill
measurement

All the radiographic methods resulted in markedly greater fill values than those by the CT

method (Table 4.). When the fill was measured from the anteroposterior views only, the

fill values were 1.9 - 2.1 times greater than those in CT. If the fill was calculated as an

average of the fills in AP and lateral views, the values were still 1.7 - 2.0 times greater.

When the radiological fill was estimated according to the hypothetical rectangle areas,

the values were reduced to 1.2-1.6 times greater than those obtained with the CT method.

The radiological evaluations using both the AP and lateral views correlated well with CT

scanning (r = 0.76 � 0.80) in the metaphyseal region, but in the diaphysis the correlations

were lower (r = 0.64 � 0.65). If AP view measurement alone was used, the correlations

were markedly reduced in the metaphysis (r = 0.53 � 0.66) and slightly in the diaphysis (r

= 0.59). The errors with radiological methods and the correlations with CT values were

similar for both stems, i.e., the shape of the stem was not found to affect the accuracy of

the methods.
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Table 4.

Correlation of the different radiological calculations of fill with canal fill in CT (n=19).

Statistical difference between the methods according to Pearson linear correlation (p <

0.05 = *, p < 0.01 = **, p < 0.001 = ***).

Study IV

The postoperative radiological fit and fill of straight and anatomic stems

In Study IV 50 patients with straight stems (Bi-Metric) and 26 proximally anatomic

stems (ABG) were evaluated: immediate postoperative fit and fill, clinical outcome and

bone remodeling after 5 years.

The average overall fill of the anatomic ABG stems at metaphyseal levels was slightly

but statistically significantly greater than that of the straight Bi Metric stems: 78%

versus 74% (p = 0.025) if both AP (Gruen zones 1, 2, 6, 7) and lateral views (Gruen

zones 8, 9, 13, 14) were included; and 79% versus 74% (p = 0.001) if only Gruen zones

1 and 7 were included (Table 5.). The diaphyseal cortical contact of the straight stems

in Gruen zones 3 and 5 was significantly greater than that of the over reamed

anatomic stems: 48% versus 24% (p < 0.001). In the lateral views there were no

significant differences between the stems in their contact with either the diaphyseal

anterior or posterior cortices. The diaphyseal fill of the straight stems slightly

exceeded that of the over reamed anatomic stems:  90% versus 87% (n.s., p = 0.08).

Correlation between radiological methods and the CT scanning:
Square areas of AP Average of AP and AP view only

Region and lateral views lateral views
metaphysis 0.76*** 0.80*** 0.66**

upper metaphysis 0.77*** 0.77*** 0.53* 
lower metaphysis 0.80*** 0.76*** 0.60**

diaphysis 0.65**  0.64**  0.59**
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The clinical outcome and its relation to the immediate postoperative fit and fill

There was no significant difference between the two groups in the Harris hip score after 5

years. Bi-Metric 94 (44 - 100) and ABG 95 (62 - 100), respectively. Any possible

association between the postoperative fit and fill characteristics and the clinical outcome

as expressed by the Harris hip score was analysed with Pearson's linear correlation and

cross-tabulation, but no significant association was found in either the Bi-Metric or the

ABG groups.

Table 5.

The immediate postoperative fit and fill of straight (Bi-Metric) and proximally anatomic

(ABG) stems (p < 0.05 = *, p < 0.01 = **, p < 0.001 = ***).

             Fit, %
                               Region Bi-Metric ABG
Metaphysis Gruen 7 32 43

Gruen 6 12 19
Gruen 6 and 7 24 32
Gruen 2 9 19
Gruen 8 and 9 36** 25

Diaphysis Gruen 3 and 5 48*** 24
Gruen 10 and 12 33 30
Gruen 3, 5, 10 and 11 41*** 26

             Fill, %
                               Region Bi-Metric ABG

Upper metaphysis Gruen 1 and 7 74 80***
Lower metaphysis Gruen 2 and 6 82 84
Metaphysis Gruen 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13 and 14 74 78*

Diaphysis Gruen 3 and 5 90 87
Gruen 10 and 12 83 84
Gruen 3, 5, 10 and 11 86 86
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The bone ingrowth, remodeling and stem subsidence of straight and anatomic
stems

The straight Bi Metric stem had significantly more diaphyseal osseointegration around

the stem tip (Gruen zones 4 and 11) and on the lateral distal part of the stem (Gruen

zone 3). The anatomic and proximally hydroxyapatite coated ABG seemed to have

significantly more osseointegration in the lower metaphyseal region (Gruen zones 2

and 6), but there was more spot weld formation between the Bi Metric stem and the

anterior metaphysis (Gruen zone 8).

Subsidence of 2 mm or more was detected in two Bi Metric stems (4%, range: 3.5 

3.8 mm) and in seven ABG stems (27%, range: 2.0  3.5 mm) (p < 0.01). Varus shift of

2° or more was found with two Bi Metric stems and with one ABG. Metaphyseal

radiolucent lines, estimated as minor, were detected in one patient in both groups.

These were not progressive and no stem was considered radiologically loose. Small

femoral osteolytic changes were recorded in one subsided ABG stem, in which there

was considerable wear of the acetabular polyethylene liner. In the Bi Metric group

there were no osteolytic femoral lesions despite the fact that three acetabular revisions

were scheduled due to wear of the liner.

The metaphyseal cortical resorption in the Bi Metric and ABG groups was similar: loss

of calcar height, 0.7 mm versus 1.2 mm (n.s.); loss of calcar thickness, 1.1 mm versus

1.1 mm; marked loss of cortical density in Gruen 7 zone, 57% versus 50% (n.s.);

marked loss of cortical density in more than one metaphyseal Gruen zone, 22% versus

35% (n.s.). However, metaphyseal cortical hypertrophy in Gruen zones 2 and 6 was

observed in four ABG (15%, p = 0.012) but in none of the Bi Metric cases (0%).

There was diaphyseal cortical hypertrophy at the level of the tip of the stem (Gruen

zones 4 or 11) in 12 cases (20%) in the Bi Metric group while no such remodeling was

seen in any of the ABG stems (p = 0.013). In Gruen zones 3 and 5 the proportion of

cortical hypertrophy was 27% and 33% around the Bi Metric stems and 19% and 23%

around the ABG stems (n.s.). If all diaphyseal Gruen zones were included (i.e. Gruen

3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12), there were hypertrophic signs in 49% in the Bi Metric group and

27% in the ABG group (n.s. p = 0.065). The reactive lines seemed to be typical

findings around the distal portion of the ABG stems: 65% in Gruen zones 3, 4, 5, 10,
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11, 12  and in over half of these cases the radiolucency extended over at least two

zones. In contrast, in the Bi Metric group this was quite a rare finding, 12% (p <

0.001). Diaphyseal cortical thinning or marked loss of cortical density was observed in

three ABG cases (11%) and in one Bi Metric (2%, n.s.).

Associations between postoperative fit and fill characteristics and 5-year
radiological result

There was a significant (p < 0.01) but numerically quite small (r = 0.32) correlation

between diaphyseal fit and radiological signs of diaphyseal bone ingrowth. No

correlation was found between metaphyseal fit or fill and metaphyseal bone ingrowth.

However, in the ABG group there was a moderate inverse correlation (r = 0.57, p <

0.01) between the fit on the medial metaphyseal arc (Gruen zones 6, 7) and bone

ingrowth at the stem tip in a lateral radiograph (Gruen zone 11).

The seven (27%) subsided ABG stems had significantly less metaphyseal fill than

those which did not subside (73% versus 80%, p < 0.01). Likewise, poor calcar fit

(Gruen zone 7) seemed to be associated with stem subsidence (19% versus 51%, p =

0.056). The diaphyseal fit or fill was not related to subsidence of the ABG stems.

The resorptive metaphyseal changes common in both stem groups could not be proved to

be associated with the metaphyseal or the diaphyseal fit and fill parameters. However, the

four ABG stems with metaphyseal cortical hypertrophy had a markedly greater

metaphyseal fit on the medial cortex (Gruen zones 6, 7) than the other ABG stems: 64%

versus 26% (p < 0.01).

The cortical hypertrophy around the tip of the 12 Bi Metric stems was strongly related

to diaphyseal stem fill evaluated from anteroposterior radiographs (95% versus 85%, p

< 0.001). Altogether 31 stems (41%) had diaphyseal hypertrophic signs after 5 years

(all diaphyseal Gruen zones included). This remodeling was related to the diaphyseal

fit (42% versus 31%, p < 0.01) and diaphyseal fill (88% versus 85%, p < 0.05) of the

femoral stems. Distal reactive lines were observed in 30% of all stems and this seemed

to be related to a lesser diaphyseal fit (19% versus 38%, p < 0.05). In the ABG group
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the incidence of distal reactive lines (65% of cases) was not associated with the

magnitude of diaphyseal fit. In four ABG cases a distal reactive line was observed with

cortical hypertrophy.
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DISCUSSION

Detection of the femoral canal

A system for femoral canal anatomy searching was developed. There was a mean

difference of 1.1 mm (± 0.7 mm) in measured femoral canal diameters between the CT-

based image processing system and manual measurement with a caliper ruler. Accuracy

would probably have been even better with a larger image matrix size and smaller pixel

size in CT images; the system works independently of pixel size. The system should also

be applicable and attain similar accuracy independently of the CT equipment and imaging

parameters used. The distribution of the difference was adjusted to negative (program

measurement < manual measurement, Fig. 3.) to avoid oversizing of the femoral canal,

which kind of error might be a cause of the peroperative fractures reported to be

unacceptably common in custom-made arthroplasties (Bargar 1989, Reuben et al 1992,

Brien 1993, Christie 1993, Simonet et al 1993). Mankovich and associates (1991)

reported a 4.6% (S.D. 2.9%) average error in the corresponding CT and edge detection

system. However, in their study protocol testing was performed with plastic bone

phantoms, and the difficulties of true trabecular bone segmentation and thresholding were

thus not encountered. Rubin and associates (1992) compared CT and actual bone sections

with an accuracy of 0.8 mm (± 0.7 mm). In that study the contours of both the CT and the

cross-cut slices were extracted by the same image processing method; in point of fact the

authors studied the accuracy of CT, not the accuracy of image processing.

During the early development phase of the edge detection system it was found that

especially in osteoporotic femora with thin cortex the detected edge was prone to

protrude into the cortex and diameters were computed too long. It seemed best that

instead of a constant threshold value, a value be computed separately for every image, i.e.

for every slice depending on its density and structure and additionally local thresholding

of an image was used in problem areas. The threshold values normally ranged from 400

to 800 HU. With this solution the system became more independent of factors affecting

absolute grey-level values of images (imaging parameters and patient properties),

although these variables were eliminated in the study.
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It may be questionable, whether there exists a clear and true border between cortical and

trabecular bone in the metaphysis. Consequently, the term `accuracy´ may lose its

meaning, and thus the importance of the reproducibility of the method has been

emphasised (Prevrhal et al 1999). In the present study the reproducibility of the image

processing was not properly assessed, which can be criticised.

In the present study the canal border was defined on a purely visual basis. In contrast

Aamodt and colleagues (1999) first rasped the trabecular bone of the femoral metaphysis

off and thus determined the corticocancellous interface, which could be strong enough to

stabilize a cementless femoral stem. In that study a constant threshold of 600 HU was

found to be closest to the contour of the medullary canal after rasping. A custom-made

stem designed on their rationale may provide adequate metaphyseal fill for initial

stability, in accord with one main conclusion of Study II. However, a constant threshold

should properly be determined separately for each CT scanner (Sumner et al 1989,

Mankovich et al 1991, Prevrhal et al 1999).

The object here was a fully automatic image processing program, but during its developing

phase necessary interaction was allowed. If the program fails to visualize the whole border

the missing part can be drawn by the mouse. This was never done in the diaphyseal slices.

In the slices of the lesser trochanter region, however, the program detected the calcar

septum border, and the septum peak was then connected to the posterior cortex. It was

estimated that in slices from 10 mm below to 10 mm above the lesser trochanter mid-point

(5 slices of the 30 per femur) about 10-15 % of the contours were the result of mousing,

i.e., about 3 % of the whole detected border of a femur. At this important level of bone

ingrowth to the implanted endoprosthetic stem, extrapolation did not function appropriately

and was therefore abandoned.

The accuracy of the CT-based image processing method was considered acceptable. It

was assumed that if the threshold value computation is inappropriate and if the calcar

femorale anatomy is not focused in the image processing protocol, a significant error may

result. Three-dimensional femoral canal border data provided by the program could be

used to produce a custom-made prosthesis.
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Anatomy of proximal femoral canal

Details of the anatomy of the proximal femoral canal are essential for design components

for hip arthroplasty. The number of published papers on the topic has nevertheless been

small. The classical study by Noble and associates (1988) demonstrated the variability of

the shape of the canal and the independence between the endosteal and periosteal

dimensions; a total of 200 femora were studied from radiographs. The authors described

the canal opening from the isthmus to the neck-osteotomy level by canal flare index. In

the present study the average mediolateral CFI was larger (4.2 vs. 3.8) and the proportion

of champagne-fluted femora was notably greater (24% vs. 8%) than the respective figures

in Noble´s paper. The difference was even greater if the neck-oriented CFI (average 4.3,

champagne-fluted propotion 32%) was compared with Noble�s CFI. The main reason for

the differences is obviously technical, i.e., the limitations of standard X-rays, as

concluded by Husmann and co-workers (1997). In their series 310 femora were studied

with CT; the average CFI was similar to ours (4.3), as was the proportion of champagne-

fluted femora (20%). In addition, true variation in endosteal anatomy most probably

exists between population groups. In the present study there were more male than female

donors (36/14). This could have caused the dimensions of the femora to be larger than in

the studies with equal gender distribution. The average mediolateral widths of the

femoral canal were, however, similar in the present study and in the study by Noble and

associates (Table 6.). The gender has not been shown to affect the femoral shape.

Table 6.

The average (± S.D.) femoral canal width (mm) at different levels in the present study

compared to the study by Noble et al (1988).

present study Noble et al
Canal width at level

T + 20 mm 45.4 (± 4.5) 45.4 (± 5.3)
T 28.7 (± 3.2) 29.4 (± 4.6)
T - 20 mm 20.4 (± 2.1) 20.9 (± 3.5)
isthmus 11.0 (± 1.9) 12.3 (± 2.3)
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A good metaphyseal fit and fill of the cementless stem in the femoral canal has proved to

be of great benefit in eliminating micromotion of the stem and in achieving a favourable

stress transfer (Walker and Robertson 1988, Burke et al 1991, Callaghan et al 1992, Hua

and Walker 1994, Weinans et al 1994, Huiskes and van Rietbergen 1995, Dujardin et al

1996). Consequently, variation in proximal metaphyseal canal shape has become a topic

of interest, and different geometric parameters have been determined to characterise the

shape (Robertson et al 1996, Husmann et al 1997, Massin et al 2000). The approach in

this respect has been quite similar in groups under Husmann (1997) and Massin (2000) as

in the present study: metaphyseal flare indices have been defined. Incidentally these have

been different. Husmann and associates (1997) chose an index interval from 40 mm

below, in the present study from 20 mm below and Massin and associates (2000) exactly

from the lesser trochanteric mid-point to 20 mm above it. The results of these studies are

in good general accord: the shape of the proximal metaphyseal canal varies markedly. In

the present study this is best demonstrated by the metaphyseal canal flare index

distribution and the poor correlations between dimensions at T-20 and T+ 20 levels. The

groups under Husmann (1997) and Massin (2000) sought to classify femora into

metaphyseal somatypes and then determine the number of stem designs needed

adequately to match the canal shape.

The present study demonstrated that a single design of cementless femoral stem will not

match the variation in the shape of the metaphyseal femur, but the required number of

different metaphyseal designs of the femoral component remained to be established. It

was concluded that in order to achieve metaphyseal osseointegration and stress transfer,

the suitable femoral stem for an individual patient should be selected according to the

metaphyseal shape. This is described by the MCFI but not in fact by the CFI depicting

the entire proximal bone. Thus the MCFI should have a greater influence than the CFI on

stem selection. Primarily the different designs could respond to differences in the ML

canal opening, because the metaphyseal opening (MCFI) in the ML and AP planes are

well correlated (r = 0.7) and because the posterior metaphyseal fill may be less important

than the ML fill in preventing rotational micromotion.

A dense calcar trabeculation has been observed in a CT study to modify the femoral canal

in the trochanteric region (Dai et al 1985) and also in actual cross-sections (Walker and

Robertson 1988). This dense calcar septum was observed in 96% of femora in the present
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study. During torsional loading of a hip implant, e.g. during stair-climbing, the femoral

stem is forced into retroversion (Schneider et al 1989, Nunn et al 1989, Burke et al 1991,

Chandler et al 1995, Buhler et al 1997). The calcar septum forms the posterior wall of the

reamed canal in the metaphysis, and thus a well-preserved, strong calcar septum might

reduce torsional micromotion. Furthermore, intimate stem-calcar contact may contribute

to physiological-like load transmission.

The wide variation in the shapes and sizes of the proximal femoral medullary canal

obviously means that it is impossible in practice to achieve 100 % cortical contact with

the stem, especially in the metaphysis. The question can be raised whether this is

necessary and could lead to a slightly different interpretation and conclusion. A good fill

of the metaphysis of the femur undoubtedly increases primary stability, but on the other

hand cancellous bone has superior healing capacity over cortical bone. Reliable ultimate

bony union might thus be more easily attained in a region of good-quality cancellous

bone. If so, �maximal� metaphyseal fill may not be superior to �adequate� fill, provided

firm primary stability and good-quality cancellous bone next to the implant are achieved.

In other words maximal cortical fit in the metaphysis may be incompatible with maximal

osseointegration ability on the part of the metaphyseal trabecular bone. If this is the case,

an optimal compromise between these two should be the design goal. One could also

conclude that the problem of variability of metaphyseal canal should be solved with the

use of cement. In that solution it might be optimal to limit the cement metaphysis only to

achieve metaphyseal stress-transfer.

Measurement of canal fill of cementless femoral stems

Hayes and colleagues (1991) concluded that for research purposes fit and fill data on the

femoral stems should whenever possible be collected using cross-sections. The recent

progress in metal artifact reduction CT techniques has enabled to study femora with

metallic implants (Robertson and Taylor 1993, Feng et al 1996, Sutherland and Gayou

1996, Viceconti et al 1999). However, since fit and fill data will mainly be obtained from

radiographs in clinical work and also if large series of patients are studied in research

work, it is advisable to establish the accuracy of standard radiographs with respect to fit

and fill. To standardise the femoral rotation in radiographs is a difficult task and in
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assessment of the shape and dimensions of the femoral canal, this is the main cause of

error (Eckrich et al 1994). Femoral rotation and especially anteversion of implanted stem

strongly affect the radiological estimation of the cross-sectional area in the upper part of

the stem. The variation in magnifications of radiographs also is of significance (Knight

and Atwater 1992). The corticocancellous boundary observed in radiographs is obviously

another main cause of error, but is reproducible corresponding to a CT density value

somewhat more than 500 HU (Iguchi et al 1996).

In the present study plastic replicas of femoral stems were implanted in cadaver femora in

order to compare radiographic and CT fill data. The image processing method used on

CT data has been described in detail elsewhere (Ahmad et al 2000); this type of method is

considered the most accurate (Prevrhal et al 1999). The purpose was also to evaluate the

fit data of stems, i.e., the amount of cortical contact. However, it emerged from CT

images that real contact of the stems was inadequate for proper comparison and the

analysis of fit was abandoned.

The fill values obtained by simple methods in conditions optimal for conventional

radiographs were excessive, 1.7 � 2.1 times higher than those in CT. When the fill values

are modeled to represent the ratio of cross-sectional areas of the stem and the canal

(method based on hypothetical rectangles), the values are brought closer to the actual

figures, 1.2 � 1.6 times higher than in CT. The correlations with values from CT were

high (r = 0.76 � 0.80) if both radiographic views were used, which justifies use of

radiographic methods for example in clinical studies comparing different stem designs

and when the effect of canal fill on bone remodeling changes is to be assessed. If the fill

is measured from normal radiographs, both the AP and lateral views must be used, and

the calculation method based on hypothetical rectangles at each level would appear to

provide the most reliable results.

Fit and fill of different femoral stem designs

The fit and fill of a straight Bi-Metric stem and a proximally anatomic ABG stem were

examined from CT of cadaver femora in Study III and from radiographs of patients in

Study IV. It was assumed that the anatomic design of ABG would have yielded
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significantly higher fill values than Bi-Metric in metaphysis; this was established in a

clinical series (78% v. 74%, p < 0.05) but not in cadaver series (40% v. 40%). Both

studies demonstrated the difference in fit and fill in diaphysis, which is purposely over-

reamed before implantation of ABG stems: the diaphyseal fill of Bi-Metric stems in

cadaver series and fit in clinical series were significantly higher. The initial stability of

the Bi-Metric stem is evidently often provided by tight distal fit.

In the ABG concept the primary stability of the stem is attained by adequate support of

the metaphyseal trabecular bone. In clinical series 7/26 (27%) stems subsided, and these

had inferior and obviously insufficient metaphyseal fill. However, none subsided

progressively or loosened.

It is often observed that the anterior curve of an anatomic stem matches nicely the

anterior metaphyseal cortex. In Study IV, however, the fit on the anterior cortex in

metaphysis (Gruen zones 8 and 9) was observed more with straight than with anatomic

stems (36% v. 25%, p < 0.01). The explanation may be that when a straight stem is

inserted in the femoral canal, it aligns itself with the femoral neck contacting on the

anterior curve. An anatomic stem rather slopes along the curve but does not contact it.

Effect of differences in stem designs and in fit and fill on clinical results
and bone remodeling

Proximally porous coated cementless stems have yielded excellent 5 10 year results

in a number of series (Pellegrini et al 1992, Martell et al 1993, Hozack et al 1996,

Mauerhan et al 1997, Burt et al 1998, Knight et al 1998, Ragab et al 1999, Sakalkale et

al 1999, Xenos et al 1999). The straight proximally porous coated Bi Metric design is a

second generation cementless femoral stem, while the proximally anatomical HA

coated and distally over reamed cementless ABG can be considered a third generation

stem. In the present study both the straight Bi Metric and the anatomical ABG stems

had excellent clinical 5 year results, and this has been previously reported elsewhere

(Robertsen et al 1996, Tonino et al 1995, Tonino et al 2000).

Inadequate canal fill has been considered an important reason for stem loosening and
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held to be detrimental to clinical results (Kim and Kim 1993, Martell et al 1993, Owen

et 1994, Malchau et al 1997). In the present study the fit and fill did not influence

clinical results. The number of patients in the series was perhaps too small to evince

any minor difference, an aspect open to criticism. Harris hip score was used for

clinical evaluation; a separate question on mid thigh pain should also have been

included.

Bi Metric stems seemed to fit and fill the diaphyses rather than the metaphyses, and

this resulted in diaphyseal hypertrophy in 50% of cases and marked loss of calcar

cortical density in 59%. This remodeling indicates distal stress transfer. There was

significantly more distal bone ingrowth with Bi Metric than with ABG stems. Even

though no severe metaphyseal cortical resorption occurred, the desired succession of

proximal porous coating, proximal osseointegration, optimal stress transfer and thus

preservation of metaphyseal bone stock was not achieved with the second generation

Bi Metric stems. Martell and associates (1993) reached the same conclusion using

proximally porous coated straight Harris Galante cementless stems, with 36% of cases

showing diaphyseal cortical hypertrophy and 85% loss of cortical density. In a

previous Bi Metric report (Robertsen et al 1996) the proportion of distal cortical

hypertrophy was identical to ours and calcar atrophy was observed in up to 88% of

patients.

Tonino and colleagues (1995) observed bone remodeling changes around the ABG

stems, indicating successful metaphyseal stress transfer.  They reported an increase in

bone density in the lower metaphysis in as many as 54% of cases, distal cortical

hypertrophy in only 6%, and calcar resorption in 20%. In the present study the

observations on bone remodeling were markedly inferior: only 15% metaphyseal

cortical hypertrophy, as much as 50% metaphyseal cortical resorption and even 27%

diaphyseal cortical hypertrophy. In both studies there were distal reactive lines in

more than half of the cases, a phenomenon related to distal micromotion and a sign

supporting the ABG concept. Also metaphyseal bone ingrowth was observed

significantly more with ABG than with Bi Metric stems: 86% v. 64% in Gruen zone 2

and 90% v. 75% in Gruen zone 6. It must be emphasised that HA coating of ABG stem

can apparently produce positive effects on bone remodeling and ingrowth. The value

of HA coating has been demonstrated in comparative series of the same stem design
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with and without HA coating (Donnelly et al 1997, Rosenthall et al 1999 II).

Most often bone remodeling patterns have been reported as included in the

radiographic results of different stem designs. In only rare cases has remodeling been

studied in relation to the postoperative fit and fill parameters of the stems (Engh et al

1987, Engh and Bobyn 1988, Whiteside 1989, Martell et al 1993, Knight et al 1998),

which is however one of the major factors for remodeling (Jasty et al 1988, Walker and

Robertson 1988, van Rietbergen et al 1993, Jasty et al 1994, Weinans et al 1994, Hua and

Walker 1995). In the present study thorough analysis was made of the way variations

in the fit and fill parameters affected bone remodeling. The criteria of remodeling used

were applied from several studies in conformity with each other (Engh et al 1990,

Johnston et al 1990, Vresilovic 1994, Mulliken et al 1996). Assessment of bone

remodeling from radiographs is a qualitative method; to quantify BMD around the

femoral stems, the availibility of DEXA would have been most beneficial. Its appropriate

use would however have demanded a prospective protocol (Kröger et al 1998).

Tight diaphyseal fit and fill of the Bi Metric stem led to hypertrophy of the diaphyseal

cortex, whereas distal radiolucent lines were related to a lesser degree of diaphyseal

fit. However, these effects were not seen in the series by Martell and colleagues

(1993). Instead they observed that metaphyseal hypertrophy in Gruen zones 2 and 6

correlated with a higher degree of metaphyseal fill, whereas here this effect was found

only with ABG stems.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. An image processing method for three-dimensional femoral canal shape modelling was

developed and its accuracy was tested and considered acceptable. During the

development stage it became obvious that individual threshold value computation for

each image is necessary.  Three-dimensional femoral canal border data showed good

accuracy and it could also be used to produce a custom-made prosthesis.

2. A detailed analysis of the dimensions and shape of the proximal femoral canal was

undertaken. The shape of the metaphyseal canal was highly variable and there was a poor

association between the dimensions of the diaphyseal and metaphyseal canal. This

obviously means that it is impossible in practice to achieve 100 % cortical contact with

the stem, especially in the metaphysis.

3. A suitable femoral stem for an individual patient should be selected according to the

shape of the metaphyseal canal, which can be described by the metaphyseal canal flare

indices (MCFI). Primarily different stem designs could respond to differences in the

mediolateral canal opening because the MCFI in the mediolateral and anterioposterior

planes are well correlated.

4. The radiographic fill obtained from both AP and lateral views correlated fairly well

with the fill from CT, which justifies use of radiographic methods in clinical studies

comparing different stem designs and when the effect of canal fill on bone remodeling

changes is to be assessed. Both radiographic views must be used. The fill values from

radiographs are excessive, but can be reduced closer to actuality by means of the method

based on hypothetical rectangles.

5. The anatomic stems yielded slightly greater average fill in the metaphysis, but in

subsided cases the fill was obviously inadequate to provide initial stability. Straight stems

filled the diaphyseal canal more profusely than anatomic and over-reamed stems.

6. In the straight stem group (a second generation stem) there were bone remodeling

signs indicating distal stress transfer in about half of the cases. In the group with
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proximally HA-coated anatomic stems (a third-generation design) slightly more signs of

metaphyseal stress transfer were observed than in the straight stem group, but the

prevalence was markedly less than that reported in previous studies. Tight diaphyseal fit

and fill were clearly related to cortical hypertrophy of the diaphysis. Resorptive changes

in the metaphysis appeared independently of metaphyseal fill, but metaphyseal

hypertrophy was related to greater metaphyseal fill.

7. The postoperative fit and fill of the cementless stem did not affect mid-term clinical

outcome.
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SUMMARY

Computed tomography (CT) was performed on 50 cadaver femora and an image

processing program was developed to analyse the CT data. Ten femora were used for

accuracy testing in Study I. The anatomy of the canal of 50 femora was examined in

Study II. In Study III 20 cadaver femora were used; plastic replicas of the cementless

femoral stem were implanted and the canal fill of the stems measured from standard

radiographs and by CT method. The accuracy of radiographs was evaluated and at the

same time two different stem designs were compared.

In Study IV two patient groups were analysed five years after cementless hip

arthroplasty. The first group consisted of 50 patients with Bi-Metric stems (straight,

proximal porous coating) and the second of 26 patients with ABG stems (anatomic,

proximal HA coating, distal canal overreaming). The fit and fill were measured from

immediate postoperative radiographs, bone ingrowth and remodeling was evaluated from

5-year postoperative radiographs and the clinical result was recorded with the Harris hip

score. The stem groups were compared, and the influence of the fit and fill on bone

remodeling and clinical result was assessed.

During the development stage of the image-processing method it became obvious that

individual threshold value computation for each image is necessary.  There was a mean

difference of 1.1 mm (± 0.7 mm) in measured femoral canal diameters between the CT-

based image processing system and manual measurement with a caliper ruler. This

accuracy was considered acceptable for studying canal anatomy. Also custom-made

prostheses could be produced with the three-dimensional data obtained on the femoral

canal.

The femoral canal opening from isthmus to neck-osteotomy level has been described by

the canal flare index (CFI). The average CFI was larger (4.2) and the proportion of wide

champagne-fluted canals greater (24%) in this material compared to previous

observations. The greatest variation in canal shape was observed in the metaphysis. The

metaphyseal canal flare indices (MCFI) were determined to describe the shape of the

metaphyseal canal, which should be considered in selecting a suitable femoral stem for an
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individual patient together with the MCFI variation in designing cementless stems. A

dense trabeculation in the calcar region modified the posteromedial canal shape in nearly

all femora. This structure is obviously an important support against torsional motion of a

femoral stem.

The fill values measured from conventional radiographs were excessive, 1.2 � 1.6 times

higher than actual. However, the correlations between the values from CT and from

radiographs were high (r = 0.76 � 0.80) if both radiographic views were used, which

justifies using radiographic methods for example in clinical studies comparing different

stem designs and when the effect of the canal fill on bone remodeling changes is to be

assessed.

The anatomic design of the ABG yielded significantly higher fill values than the straight

Bi-Metric in the metaphysis; this was established in the clinical (78% v. 74%, p < 0.05)

but not in the cadaver series (40% v. 40%). Both studies demonstrated the difference of

fit and fill in the diaphysis, which is purposely over-reamed before implantation of ABG

stems: the diaphyseal fill of Bi-Metric stems in the cadaver series and fit in the clinical

were significantly higher. In the ABG concept the primary stability of the stem is attained

by adequate support of metaphyseal trabecular bone. In the clinical series 7/26 (27%)

stems subsided, and these had inferior and obviously insufficient metaphyseal fill.

However, none subsided progressively or loosened.

Fit and fill had no influence on the clinical results, but the fit and fill

characteristics of the stem designs studied were different, as were the consequent

bone remodeling changes. In the Bi Metric group (a straight second generation

stem) there were signs of bone remodeling indicating to distal stress transfer in

about half of the cases. In the ABG group (a HA-coated anatomic third-generation

stem) slightly more signs of metaphyseal stress transfer were observed than in the

straight stem group, but the prevalence was markedly lower than reported in previous

studies. Tight diaphyseal fit and fill were clearly related to cortical hypertrophy of the

diaphysis. Resorptive changes in the metaphysis appeared independently of

metaphyseal fill, but metaphyseal hypertrophy was related to greater metaphyseal fill.
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